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Standing Committee on Public Accounts

Thursday, October 20, 2005

10:00 a.m.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Call the meeting to

order.  I want to welcome everybody back seeing

that the Auditor looks in pretty good health.  It’s

good to see John Jeffrey and the cameraman here

too, also.  The media is here and everybody else.

It looks like you had a pretty good summer and

now we’ve got to get back into the messy work of

this desperate report and we’ll start with where we

left off, page 32 and if Mr. Younker, if you’d like to

continue where we left off it would be fine.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   W e were in

the Crown Agencies - Control and Accountability,

page 32, paragraph 3.74.  That’s where we

finished off last January.  W e’re talking about

Crown Corps here.

Once the goals are established methods for

measuring performance against goals must be

determined.  Performance measures should be

designed to compare actual performance to

performance expected.  The measures should

also focus on the critical areas that best illustrate

the progress made towards organizational goals.

Ideally these measures should track out outcomes

rather than the activities or outputs.

The Financial Administration Act requires annual

reports to report on results achieved.  Treasury

Board policy requires information on how

performance is measured and a comparison of

results achieved against expectations.  Twenty-

one of the 27 annual reports that we reviewed

provided in form at ion  on activ it ies  and

accomplishments during the year. Five provided

information based on outcomes or results

achieved and one did not have any activities.

Since goals were only expressed in measurable

terms in a few cases, actual results could not be

compared with expected results in most cases.

And the recommendations - each annual report

should demonstrate the relationship between the

goals of the Crown agency, the activities carried

out and the results achieved.

Analysis of Results and Comparative Information

 The results achieved by organizations will not

necessarily be the same as planned.  Many things

may happen in the course of a year that lead to

either positive or negative changes.  W here

significant changes occur relative to plans or past

perform ance the report should include

management’s analysis of the situation.  

Comparative and trend information can be useful

in indicating changes but should be interpreted in

the context of the business environment.

All of the annual reports we examined provided

some type of comparative information, usually in

the financial statements.  Several annual reports

contained adequate analysis or discussion of

results to support their performance relative to

their strategic objectives.

Treasury Board Policy calls for the annual reports

to include both successes and failures in reporting

on results achieved.  Based on our review, the

majority of annual reports included information on

favourable performance but many did not include

information on performance that did not meet

expectations.

And the recommendations - annual reports should

include an explanation for significant variances

from expected performance, both favourable and

unfavourable.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): You mentioned

here that several annual reports contained

adequate analysis or discussions.  W hich ones

would you say are the ones that are lagging

behind?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   The example

of the  one that did contain the adequate analysis

and discussion was the Lending Authority.  Most of

the rest of them lagged behind.  That’s one

example of one that did.  That was the minority.

Most of them don’t.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): For example,

W aste W atch.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Mr. Chairman?

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes.
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Cletus Dunn (PC): That would be for the very first

verdict once the goals are established.  I’m

assuming there the goals aren’t established for

many of these Crown agencies or some have

them.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   Some have

the goals but then it’s once you have your goals

established then you have to measure the

performance against goals.  Probably have goals

established but you have to measure the

performance and reflect that in your report.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): They’re more like a

press release trying to highlight good things than

they are actually looking to make sure that

taxpayer’s monies are being spent accordingly. 

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   Timely

Reporting - Section 70 of the Financial

Administration Act requires that reporting entities

prepare and release annual reports in a timely

manner:

The Minister shall . . .

(a)  lay the report before the Legislative

Assembly within fifteen days after he

receives it or if the Legislative Assembly is

not then in session within fifteen days

after the commencement of the next

ensuing session;

(b) make the report available to the

general public as soon as possible but

within six months of the end of the

financial year whether or not the

document has been laid before the

Legislative Assembly. 

All of the Crown agencies listed in Schedules B, C

and D of the Financial Administration Act are

subject to the requirements set out in Section 70.

W e noted, however, that four of these Crown

agencies did not produce an annual report for the

year ended March 31, 2002.  These were Island

W aste W atch Management Corporation, the

Special Projects Fund, Island Investment

Development Inc. and the PEI Self-Insurance and

Risk Management Fund.  They have been

published since then.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So have you any

indication back from these Crown Corporations

whether or not they’re going to respect the

legislation in the future?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   W e hope

they are.  Island W aste W atch has tabled their

2002 report and Special Projects has their 2004

done and Island Investment Development Inc. And

Self-Insurance both have done their 2003.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): The Special

Projects Fund - what is that?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   Special

Projects Fund was set up in 1999 and it was a

fund set up-it’s back in the Public Accounts, may

be the easiest way.

Jim Bagnall (PC): It was a surplus fund and they

put it in for projects that are going to be coming in

the future.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): All for surpluses.

They had lots of surpluses?

Jim Bagnall (PC): At that time, yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Didn’t use that to

pay down the debt.

Jim Bagnall (PC): Maybe some of it did.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): How come our debt

has gone up so much?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   It’s described

on page 98.  It was set up in 1999 and 2000.

There’s approximately $48 million in that fund.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): (Indistinct)

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   No, it hasn’t

been surplus.  The requirement of the Financial

Administration Act is that the reports be released

within six months of the financial year-end of the

organization. The Act requires the annual reports

to be released to the public if the Legislature is not

then in session but also provides for the reports to

be tabled when the Legislature subsequently sits.

The Treasury Board Policy refers to the protocol

for the release of annual reports when the

Legislature is not in session.  Strictly applying this

time frame reveals that only three Crown agencies

released their annual reports on time.
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Recommendations

Each Crown agency identified in the Financial

Administration Act should provide an annual report

within six months of its financial year end in

accordance in accordance with the requirements

of the Act.

Review of Annual Reports

 The key performance information on the goals

and achievement of results for each Crown agency

is critical information for effective corporate

management.  However, the primary purpose of

an annual report is to demonstrate accountability

of the Crown agency to the Legislative Assembly

and the public.  Crown agencies will dedicate more

effort to ensure that plans and reports are

complete, accurate and credible if they know that

the information they provide is being used for

decision making or debate about the progress of

the agency.

If the Legislative Assembly is to assess the

performance of government, it must be informed

about what government intends to achieve and

what it actually achieves.  Simply tabling an annual

report in the Legislature does not ensure it be

given the scrutiny it requires.  The Legislative

Committee system can be an effective structure

for discussing the progress of Crown agencies.  In

some jurisdictions annual reports of Crown

agencies are automatically referred to standing

committees for review.  And that’s done in New

Brunswick, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

BC.  

At the time of our audit there were seven

legislative committees.  Four of these dealt with

issues within certain ministries or sectors and

could be charged with the review of annual reports

of Crown agencies within the purview of the

associated ministries.

And our recommendation is annual reports of

Crown agencies should be referred to a standing

committee for review of agency performance.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Do you have a

recommendation on which standing committee?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   No, we’re

not recommending which standing committee but

it could be one specifically for that purpose alone.

It could be one that was mentioned in the previous

paragraph where it could fall into their purview.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Mr. McKenna.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Have you noticed any

improvement, Mr. Younker, on the reporting?  Are

they getting better reporting within six months of

the year end now?  Have you gotten any follow-up

on that in the last couple of years?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e

haven’t done any follow up on that part of it.  W e

noted that the four we mentioned had filed an

annual report for a certain year.  Not specific

following, no, at this time.  W e will be following up

through our reports on the recommendations from

prior years.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Maybe you could

answer that.   You’re on Treasury Board.  Do you

see any improvement?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    I think most cases

they are.  I understand they are coming in much

quicker.  I was just curious in this case here why

were some of these held back so long?  W as there

any reason why they were held back?  W as there

any reason given to you as the auditor why they

were held back?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   No specific

reason.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Now when you’re in

Treasury Board do you ask them questions?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Oh, yes, certainly.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   And what are they

telling you in there why they were held back?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    As far as I know

they’re not held back as much since I’ve been in

there.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, but you asked

them when they were held back before.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    I’m  not saying it’s

fixed. But I think it came out, the recommendation

is in this report, that’s why I wondered whether you

had followed up or not to see if it had improved or

not.   My knowledge is they are much better than
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they were before.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Maybe you can report

at our next meeting there and find out because

you’re in there on the ground floor and the

Auditor’s got to go in.  You’re on Treasury Board.

You’re the one that’s supposed to drop the whip

more than the Auditor.  He can only audit so much

and you’re an elected member on the Treasury

Board.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    W e’ll drop the whip.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   No, you find out if this

is being done.

Wes MacAleer (PC):   Mr. Chairman, I think the

suggestion made by the Auditor here with respect

to 3.84 and 3.88, I think that’s an excellent

recommendation.  I think that’s, you know, I’m on

Treasury Board as well and just handling the

number of issues that we have to handle holding

these agencies accountable, I think in a public

forum I think would be a worthwhile exercise.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Mr. Chairman.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, go ahead.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   I would also support

the fact that there should be somebody from the

Crown agencies available to appear before our

committee to answer questions.  It would be pretty

hard to have a report and have questions to ask .

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   The problem we have

here though  is-you know, you sat on this

committee-anytime we want to bring in any

bureaucrats or refer to bureaucrats you

Conservatives always voted it down.  You let the

ministers come.  W hen the m inisters come they

give their spin on it with their spin doctors.  So, I

mean you can’t pass the buck.  You sound like Pat

Binns and his new plebiscite, pass the buck.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   No, you’re

misunderstanding.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Just wait until I finish.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Sure.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   He ordered a

plebiscite.  Now he looks like he’s trying to

separate himself from it.  You people all voted for

that in the House.  Now, you’re sitting here time

after time after time.  I was leader of the

Opposition alone here, I wanted bureaucrats to

come forward.  Your position was we just bring the

ministers.  Since our new leader is here he’s

asked for bureaucrats to come forth.  You send

the m inisters and who you decide.  So you can’t

have your cake and eat it too.  You can’t sit here

with the press and make on, trying to put a new

spin on it because you’re way down in the polls.

You gotta keep to your fact.  If you want to bring

these people in,  under new business we’ll start

bringing them in.  I think it’s a great idea and I’m

glad you come to your senses.  Continue.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   I’m saying the report

says the annual reports of the Crown agencies

should be referred to standing committees for

review of agency performances.  I presume that’s

a standing committee of the House and maybe not

this committee at all.  It could be another

committee.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ell, you’re all going

to vote the same way.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   I think if that

committee, whoever it is, that the Crown agencies

should, somebody should be available if the

committee wants to call them before them to

answer questions.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Now, we’ve got that

on the record.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, put it on the

record.  But the problem is the track record of you

people.  You don’t want to bring anybody before us

but the m inisters.  Now, you’re trying to pass the

buck to some other committee.  The thing is we

can bring them here, the Auditor reports to us, we

can bring any of those people in now or any time

in the next six months before us.  W e can ask as

many questions as we want to if the majority of the

committee decides to do it.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    I think we’ve done

that in the past.  W e had Mr., the guy from Island

W aste Management, Mr. Moore.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): W ith the minister.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ith the minister.
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): W ith the minister

(indistinct) political spin.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ith the m inister.  I

mean what we’re asking for is to bring these

people in by themselves.  Help the Auditor out in

his duties.  No wonder they got a smirk on their

face down there when some of you guys are

talking.  They read between the lines.  I mean they

sat here for years, at least two of them sat here for

years and seen you turn down bureaucrats,

hundreds of them.   Under the old government I

used to be part of we used to bring in bureaucrats

all the time.  But you people have a new idea, your

premier has a new idea that you say the buck

stops with the minister-you want the minister

brought forward.  I’m glad you’ve changed your

mind.  W e’ll have to see when the vote comes.

W e can only go by the majority of the vote on the

committee.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Is the sermon over?

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   No sermon.  W e can

probably take a motion here under new business,

some of this stuff and we’ll find out what  you want

to vote.  

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Chapter 4

is Information Technology Security Review  

 Government’s electronic information systems are

used to receive and store private and sensitive

information about Islanders.  The types of

information collected on  government information

systems include everything from medical

information about individuals to revenue

information about businesses.  Government has a

responsibility to ensure the information is

adequately protected.   Information Technology

Security is defined as the protection of systems

and data from accidental and deliberate threats to

confidentiality, integrity and availability.  The

potential threats to information stored in

government computer systems would include:

• inappropriate use of confidential or private

information;

• modification or damage to databases; and

• interruptions in service.

The resources assigned to information technology

are considerable.  They include direct annual

expenditures of approximately $20 million and over

160 staff assigned to maintain and operate

information technology systems.

As part of our review we asked departments and

agencies to respond to a security self-assessment

questionnaire.  In the overall assessment in the

adequacy of security on a scale of one  to 10 with

10 being the most favourable assessment,

departments ranked themselves on average at 5.7

and agencies ranked themselves at 6.8.  Both

rankings indicate that It security needs to be given

higher priority if the confidentiality and integrity of

information is to be protected.  The most

frequently cited reasons for incomplete security

controls were: budget constraints, controls not cost

justified and difficulty in hiring and retaining

employees.

In accordance with Section 13 of the Audit Act we

conducted a review of Information Technology

Security in departments and agencies.  Our

objective was to assess whether information

stored and processed was adequately protected.

W e surveyed departments and agencies to attain

information on information technology security

practices.  The review also consisted of

interviewing staff, examining documents and

reviewing agreements.

Treasury Board Policy outlines responsibilities for

planning and management of information

technology, including security.  The Policy assigns

responsibilities for Treasury Board; the Information

Management Advisory Council; the Department of

Provincial Treasury and other departments.

Treasury Board approves policy and funding for IT

activities.  IMAC is responsible for providing

strategic direction on IT within the public sector.

Related to IT security, IMAC will:

• app rove  a nd  m a in ta in  ove ra l l

responsibility for IT  security for

government, which includes establishing

policies, directions and standards; and

• report to Treasury Board annually on the

status of IT security within government

departments. 

IMAC responsibilities related to approving and

maintaining overall IT security and reporting on the

status of IT security to Treasury Board were not

being addressed because IMAC was not

operating.  An IT Security Self-Assessment was
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conducted in October 2002 but was not presented

to IMAC because IMAC was not operational at that

time.

Treasury Board has recently established an IT

Governance Council to replace IMAC.  The

Council is expected to oversee information and

communications technology policy, strategy and

investment at a corporate level.  The terms of

reference which directly relate to IT security

include:

• ensure risk associated with the application

of information technology is managed at

the appropriate level of the organization;

and

• ensure the development of effective IT

policies and standards across the

organization

W ithin each department the deputy minister is

responsible for IT security.  Each department has

also assigned an IT security coordinator to handle

the daily activities.  In response to our survey, all of

the departments and 12 of 16 agencies surveyed

indicated that a senior executive was assigned

responsibility for IT security.  A summary of survey

results related to responsibility is shown in Exhibit

4.1. Although the IT coordinators were not usually

independent of the operating functions of the

systems, most of them reported directly to senior

management on IT security related issues.

Our recommendation is Treasury Board should

ensure that the responsibilities for IT security, as

outlined in Treasury Board policy,  are being

complied with.

Security Policies and Procedures 

 IT security policies are important to ensure

departments and agencies adequately protect

confidential information and systems are available

to process data.

Treasury Board has a policy for the secure

processing and storage of sensitive government

information on information technology systems.

The policy applies to departments and certain

crown agencies and the spirit and intent is

expected to apply to all entities.  The Treasury

Board policy indicates that all sensitive

government information and systems are to be

protected from unauthorized access, disclosure,

removal, modification and interruption.

As indicated in Exhibit 4.2 most of the departments

and agencies surveyed indicated they had overall

security policies and procedures which were

approved by senior management.  They did not

usually have policies which were specific to

significant applications.  W e noted that the policies

tended to be generic in nature and did not address

the specific needs of departments and agencies.

And our recommendation is departments and

agencies should develop information technology

security policies and procedures which address

their specific information technology applications.

Information Classification 

According to Treasury Board policy, information

should be categorized for each application in

terms of confidentiality, integrity and availability.

Confidentiality is the expectation that the

information will remain private, integrity is the

correctness of the information once it is entered

into the computer system and availability is the

maximum acceptable downtime for computer

systems before government operations are

affected.

Once the information is categorized it should be

classified depending on its sensitivity.  It is to be

classified as public, protected or particularly

sensitive.  Public information such as legislation is

the least sensitive because it is generally available

to the public.  Protected information would include

financial data or health information which would be

embarrassing to government or individuals if it was

disclosed.  Particularly sensitive data would be

harmful to individuals, employees or corporations

if it were disclosed and would include information

such as client health records, personnel records or

revenue tax records.

According to the survey summarized in Exhibit 4.3

only one department and half of the agencies have

identified all confidential data maintained on

computer systems.  

Eight departments and twelve agencies indicate

they share confidential information with other

government departments and agencies.  W e noted

that there was no documented policies or

procedures in place to ensure that the

confidentiality and integrity  of data is preserved
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during the process of sharing data with other

departments and agencies.

Recommendations

Departments and agencies should follow the

information categorization system required in

Treasury Board policy.  Policies should be

developed to ensure data shared with other

departments and agencies is adequately

protected.

Protection of IT Resources

Physical security is important for the protection of

IT resources.  It includes ensuring local area

network servers, communications equipment and

personal computers are adequately protected

again theft, accidents, floods, fires and other

threats.  Physical security should also include

procedures to control access to computer

equipment as well as infrastructure to protect the

equipment.  Most departments and agencies had

some physical security over computer terminals

and servers and almost every department

identified this as an area which needed to be

strengthened.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Mr. Chairman,  could

I ask a question.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   4.18.  Eight

departments and twelve agencies indicate that

they share confidential information with other

government departments and agencies.  Is that

loosely done or how is that done?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W hat

we’re looking for is that they have policies in place

to make sure that the information is kept

confidential and the integrity is maintained.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Can you give me an

example of what might be passed around from

one department or one agency to another?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Budget

information is one example.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   That would be public

sooner or later, would it not?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It would be

at some point in time.  Salary information or other

personnel information possibly.  Things like that.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   W ould there be

information about private individuals who are

dealing with government?  W ould that be shared

among?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It could be

shared, yes.  It could be something from an

agency to a department.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Sounds to me like it’s

a little bit loose.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e should

have policies in place.  W e didn’t find any evidence

of any problems but we didn’t find that there was

any policies in place to make sure that everything

was maintained as confidential.   So we’re looking

for policies to be put in place.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   I see.  Okay.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    So there’s no evidence of

any breach in security.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e didn’t

notice any evidence of breaches.

4.22  Changes to computer hardware and

communications equipment should also be

adequately controlled.  Responsibility for the

equipm ent should be c lear ly assigned;

modifications should be authorized; additions and

deletions to the equipment should be reviewed to

ensure security is not compromised and changes

should be documented.  Most departments and

agencies indicated they maintained an up to date

inventory of the computer hardware and software.

Clearly defined processes were usually indicated

to be in place to control changes to hardware.

Computer programs should be protected to ensure

they continue to operate properly.  Changes to

programs should be approved, documented and

performed in a test environment before production

programs are affected.  Access to programs for

production, audit and changes should be logged.

Backup programs should be securely stored

offsite.  W hile most departments and agencies

indicated they had a clearly defined process in

place to control changes to computer software,
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only nine agencies and four departments indicated

program change controls were adequately

addressed by written policies and procedures.  A

summary of responses related to the protection  of

computer hardware and softwares is included in

Exhibit 4.4.

Recommendations

The physical security over computer equipment

and software should be reviewed to ensure the

exposure to damage and loss is minimized.

Policies should be developed to ensure computer

program changes are adequately controlled.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, member from .

. . .

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Glen Stewart-

Bellevue Cove.  Just getting back to 4.22- Most

departments and agencies indicated they

maintained an up to date inventory of computer

hardware and software.  Are you indicating that

some departments may not have an exact tally of

how many computers they have in their

departments?  You said “most”.  Like, I’m just

curious.  There’s a lot of computers out.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It’s just

based on the survey.  I’d have to go back to the

survey.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Oh, so you never did

an actual inventory tally then?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   No. W e’d

have to go back to the survey and we could

identify them that way.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Do you know if

departments have an actual accounting of the

number of computers that are in their

departments?  Is that something they keep a list

of, like say if  one comes in.  I mean you always

want to make sure there’s not computers going in

and out the door sometimes too, I guess or

whatever.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   The survey

would indicate most departments had that.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    They do decommission the

computers too.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Yes.  W here do they

go?

Cletus Dunn (PC):    I’ve got some of them for

Youth Centres.  They donate them to Youth

Centres.  They just decommission them.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   A lot of

them go to the Department of Education.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    For use in schools

and stuff like that as well.

External Service Providers

External service providers are used by many

entities to develop and maintain computer

systems.  For example, the Department of Health

and Social Services has 34 agreements with

external service providers for the provision of a

variety of services from help desk support to

equipment maintenance.  External service

providers may have access to sensitive client

information; therefore security requirements need

to be specified in contracts.

Contracts with external service providers should

specifically include:

• the nature of the information which is

accessible;

• limitations on the systems employees can

access;

• security requirements for communications

equipment;

• responsibility for the protection of data;

• screening requirements for employees;

• training of employees in government

security policies; and

• accessibility to procedures for audit

purposes.

Two departments and four agencies indicated they

specified security requirements in contracts with

external service providers.  Respondents to the

survey indicated that background security checks

of external service providers were not usually

performed.

No formal or system is in place to monitor the

actions of external service providers connected to

the government network.  As a result there is a

potential risk that service provider staff could have

access to sensitive data in the systems they
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support.

A standard section relating to the security of data

should be developed and included in all service

level agreements with external service providers.

A formal policy should be developed and

implemented regarding arrangements with

external service providers.  At a minimum the

policy should allow for the monitoring of service

providers with access to sensitive information and

provide for the review of security procedures by

government staff.

A process should be implemented to log all traffic

between government entities and external service

providers.  These logs should be reviewed on a

periodic basis to ensure access is appropriate.

Information Technology Management Group

The Information Technology Management Group

(ITMG) acts as an external service provider for

many of the smaller departments and agencies

within government.  The Division provides IT

support services such as the help desk, computer

technicians, processing facilities and network

services.  This arrangement should be formalized

in an appropriately worded service level

agreement which c learly articulates the

expectations of the ITMG, especially in relation to

the safeguarding of sensitive information.

The ITMG Group should develop a formal service

agreement to clearly define its role and

responsibilit ies in providing services to

departments and agencies.

IT System Availability

Departments and agencies should have backup

and recovery procedures to ensure IT systems

and data continue to be available if there is a

system failure.  The impact of a system failure

could be significant,  depending on  the system or

systems which fail.  Impacts could include, for

exam ple: suppliers, em ployees, doctors,

pharmacists and welfare recipients who would not

receive payments on time; provincial revenues

from taxes and fees which could not be recorded;

drug plan recipients who could not get

prescriptions filled and individual health

information which could not be accessed.

Contingency plans are required to ensure the

continued operation of government’s IT systems.

These plans should be developed and

documented and tested to ensure the entity can

continue to operate.  Part of the planning includes

identifying which systems are critical to entity

operations.

The survey indicated that all departments and

agencies regularly backed files up on a timely

basis.  Most organizations stored backups in an

appropriate offsite location and some departments

and most agencies tested backups to ensure they

could be used for restorations.  The survey

indicated that contingency plans were not in place

for any departments and approximately half of the

agencies.  A summary of results is shown in

Exhibit 4.5.

Recommendation

Departments and agencies should ensure that a

contingency plan exists for all systems which are

critical to their continuous operation. The plan

should specify the acceptable recovery time for

each system, indicate arrangements for

replacement systems, identify a testing plan,

indicate staff training requirements and indicate

offsite storage for the plan.

Remote System Access

Remote system access allows employees and

other users outside the established networks to

access government computer systems.  This type

of access requires different security arrangements

because the user must be authenticated and the

access must be controlled and logged to ensure it

is appropriate.

Users access the government network through the

ITMG virtual private network (VPN).  A virtual

private network uses the public wires which

connect the internet to create a network. The

system uses encryption to ensure only authorized

users can access the network and the data can

not be intercepted.  W e had findings and

recommendations related to remote system

access which were reported to management.  The

details are not reported in this report due to the

confidential nature of the material.
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Firewalls

Firewalls are used to protect the province’s

c o m p u te r  n e tw o rk s  f rom  u n au th o r ize d

communications access and attacks from outside

the network.  A typical firewall would be connected

between the government network and the internet

to filter all traffic accessing the systems.  The

system would be used to identify attacks on the

system from computer viruses or inappropriate

access to sensitive information.

W e found there were limited policies and

procedures in place for management of the

firewall.  Management of the firewall would include

a process to effectively monitor firewall logs to

identify and mitigate the risk of a security breach,

procedures for the retention of firewall log files

which would identify inappropriate activities and

procedures for the modification of firewall rules.

Policies and procedures should be developed for

the effective management of the firewall.

Chapter 5 -  Construction of the Atlantic

Technology Centre 

In September 2000, Executive Council approved

the establishment of the Atlantic Technology

Centre (ATC).  The ATC was designed to be a

state of the art “smart” facility dedicated to

strategic business development within PEI’s

emerging information technology industry.  The

stated objectives were first to create long term

sustainable employment and wealth generated

capacity for the province through the support of

local technology companies and second, to

leverage the Centre as a key business

development tool to attract outside interest from

leading IT companies.  

The Centre would be owned and managed through

a subsidiary of Technology PEI Inc. and the

province would seek an exit position in year five of

operations.  The construction costs were to be

funded partially from non-repayable sources

combined with an affordable mortgage repaid from

future revenues.

In June of 2000 the province announced it would

be hosting Softworld 2002, an international IT

conference which would bring delegates to PEI

providing a unique opportunity to network, market

products and ideas and attract potential investors

to the province.  The conference date of

September 2002 became the completion date for

construction of the technology centre.

The design and fit up of the facility were revised at

various points throughout the project with the final

costs and funding sources as indicated in Exhibit

5.1.  The total cost was 23.7 and the breakdown of

the funding 23.7.

The province has accepted essentially the entire

risk for this $23.7 million development project

including direct provincial contributions of $4.3

million; the provincial portion of federal/provincial

program funding of $1.3 million and both the IIDI

loan of $2.2 million and the commercial mortgage

of $12.1 are provincially guaranteed.  Based on

information presented to Treasury Board it is

estimated that the Centre will incur operating

losses for the foreseeable future.

In accordance with Section 13 of the Audit Act we

conducted an examination to assess whether

appropriate management procedures were in

place over the planning, design, construction and

financing of the ATC.  W e expected the needs to

be identified and incorporated into the design,

funding to be in place prior to construction,

appropriate approvals to be obtained throughout

the project, project management to be carried out

in accordance with best practices and goods and

services to be obtained through a fair and

objective process.  In addition we reviewed the

leasing of corporate space at the Atlantic

Technology Centre in relation to the original

projections.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Mr. Chair.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): A couple of quick

questions here.  In 5.2 the province would seek an

exit position in year five of operations.  I guess

we’re only at year three and a half, almost year

four.   Any update on whether or not that’s going to

be a possibility?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   I haven’t

seen any information on that happening or that

there’s a plan in place.  A submission to Treasury

Board in February 2003 just indicated there were

going to be losses for a number of years from the

operation of the facility.
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So if it cost 23.7

million and they’re looking for an exit strategy,

what kind of price should the province be looking

for such a facility so that we don’t really take a

bath on it like on like on Dundarave or something

like that?   If you don’t have that maybe you can

look into it.  Because I think that would be

important.  You can look into it because I think that

would be important in the future so we know what

kind of price that we should be looking for there.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Like to get

the 23.7.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): That would be ideal

but there’s got to be depreciation and . . .

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   There is

some federal money into it.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Yes.  In Section 5.5

- based on information presented to Treasury

Board it is estimated that the Centre will incur

operating losses for the foreseeable future.  How

much are those losses now for year end?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   They had

projected losses through 2008 in the range of

776,000 to 61,000.  The losses in 03, the operating

grant was a 1.74; in 04 the operating grant was 1.4

million and in 05, the recent year the operating

grant was 973 and there was a capital grant of

540,000.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): W hat was that

second grant for?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Capital

grant of  540.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So really 1.4.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   1.4.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): At 1.4.  So right

now we’re looking at almost $5 million in operating

grants basically to keep it . . .

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   In its

position to this date.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   For losses.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): W as that factored

in at the beginning, that there would be losses for

the first five years or did they think that they’d be

profitable right off the bat?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   No, go

back to page 65. In September 2000 they were

projecting an annual operating shortfall after the

startup of $400,000.  In February 2001 when

approval was received, when they completed the

project,  updated cash flow projections estimated

that there would be no annual cash fund required

after year three of operation.  So they were hoping

to break even after year three, which was the

original plan.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And they’re above

the losses that they thought that they would be

incurring.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   in the last

submission, yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So really right now

at 23.7, let’s say $24 million project we’re up to

about $29 million.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Roughly

with the losses, yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So how does it

work now?  I guess ATC has a Board of Directors

probably and at the end of the year whatever their

losses are, I guess they just send a bill over to the

province and they have to sign the cheque.   I

guess through a Special W arrant most likely.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   In the last

three years it has just been an operating grant

from the province.  I’m not sure it’s through a

Special W arrant or, I’m not sure.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   I don’t think it’s a

Special W arrant.  I think they sort of keep it hid.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e can

double check and see how the grant was

authorized if you like.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So far we’re looking

at about $5 million in losses that the province is

responsible for and we’ll have to see what

happens in the future.  But they’re looking to sell

the building by 2008.
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Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   I think that probably

after new business here it might be good to bring

in the Board of Directors of the organization and

find out where they went wrong so bad.  And

maybe somebody from Treasury Board too.

Because Treasury Board was involved in this and

see if we can’t cut their losses for them.  This thing

could run up to $10 million loss before . . . even

she could be lost forever.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   There

could be ongoing losses.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Ongoing losses

forever.  Could cost more in losses than the whole

building cost.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): That’s almost more

than they want to subsidize the Golf Academy for,

for  $800,000 a year.  

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes and basically

what they did I think was just take the money out

of general cash and that way we wouldn’t pick up

the losses.  If they  put a Special W arrant through

we’d catch it.  But see, the only way we can

possibly catch it is when the Auditor comes

through and does his audit on the books and the

Legislative Assembly get into it.  If we brought in

the Board of Directors that you have there, I think

probably somebody will make a motion at the end

of this, do you think that would be a good idea, Mr.

Auditor?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It would be

interesting to have them in to discuss it, yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And they’d probably

be able to, Mr. Chair, update us on whether or not

they’re finding any suitable buyers for the building.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e didn’t

update that.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But they might

know that, the Board of Directors.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Something else, Jim

and I were away, the Vice-Chairman of Public

Accounts, some of the Public Accounts meetings-I

stand to be corrected if I’m wrong-but when they

bring in people like this, the Board of Directors of

the ATC and companies like that, the Auditor or

somebody from his staff sits up and can help  us

ask questions.  Is that right?  Yes.  Like there’s

nobody an expert on this side of the table that I

can see.  You people are the experts, you’re their

accountants.  You’re trained for that.  I know I can

dig potatoes, somebody else can do something

else-he can do eyeglasses.  But I mean  when it

comes into something like this you people are on

our payroll and we might be asking - if we asked

for somebody from your Department, I don’t see

yourself-but if we asked for somebody could you

give somebody to assist and ask those questions

if the committee decides?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   If the

committee decides.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I think that’s a great

idea.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   I learned that away

when we were in Niagara.  That’s why we have

those committee meetings and that.  You were

there.  That’s why.  It’s a learning experience and

you learn something new all the time, especially

when you’re talking to someone.  It’s whatever the

committee wants to do.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):    In

accordance with Section 13 of the Audit Act -

guess I already read that - sorry.   5.9 - In

September 2000 Treasury Board approved the

establishment of the Atlantic Technology Centre

Inc. as a subsidiary corporation to Technology PEI

Inc., which itself is a subsidiary of the Crown

Corporation, PEI Business Development Inc.  In

February 2001 a submission was made to

Treasury Board seeking approval to proceed to

construction.  In that submission a proposed board

of directors was referred to which included

representatives from the provincial government,

major funding partners, the industry association as

well as Holland College and UPEI.

Typical for a capital project of this size a number of

sources of funding were identified early in the

planning stages.  W e noted that the approval for

the regional Economic Development Agreement

funding in the amount of $3.2 million in March

2001 included a condition under section 4.07 of

the agreement that UPEI and Holland College be

represented on the Board of Directors of Atlantic

Technology Inc.  The Atlantic Technology Centre

Inc. was incorporated in February 2001 with three

directors-the Deputy Minister of Development and
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Technology, the CEO of Technology PEI Inc. and

the CFO of PEI Business Development Inc.  

Treasury Board’s Capital Projects Management

Policy was developed to guide the planning for

capital projects.  The policy applies to entities on

Schedules A and B of the Financial Administration

Act.  For other government  entities the general

intent of the policy should be used as a guideline.

In this case a government owned corporation was

established, the Atlantic Technology Inc. to

construct and own the Centre.  The policy requires

the procedures be established for authorization

and project management.  W e expected the Board

of Directors of ATC Inc. to provide direction and

accountability for the project management team.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I’ve got a question.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, Mr. Ghiz.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Back in 5.10 here -

so originally the Board was only made up of three

people.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And can you tell me

- the Deputy Minister of Development and

Technology - where does that position come from?

W ho appoints that position?  The Premier through

Executive Council.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes,

through Executive Council.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And what about the

Chief Financial Officer?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   I think all

appointments would be through Executive Council.

I can double check but usually there’s an

Executive Council Order showing appointment.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Basically you had

the Premier’s office controlling totally this Board

since they were all direct appointments of

Executive Council.  W asn’t there supposed to be

other people on the Board?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   There was

supposed to be based on when the agreement

was issued.  Holland College and UPEI should

have been represented.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And industry

associations and stuff like that.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes, that

was the original intent.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And why weren’t

they placed on the Board at that time?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e

weren’t given any reason why not.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So they’re

supposed to have a Board where there’s supposed

to be independent people on there that can watch

to make sure that certain things are going

properly.  But instead they appoint three people, all

from the Premier’s appointments, who are there to

oversee what’s going on with $24 million worth of

government money.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   This is why

we have some of the recommendations in the

previous report on Crown Corps.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Desperate, desperate

altogether.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I’d like to know why

they didn’t appoint those other positions.  Did you

ask by any chance and they just didn’t give you an

answer?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   They just

didn’t know.  W e can check the files and see what

we can get.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Or we can call the

Premier in and ask him when we bring in the rest.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Just goes to show

they’re flying by the seat of their pants.  Anyway.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   The

planning and design of the Centre was carried out

in 2000-2001.  Construction began in the summer

of 2001 and tenants began moving in by October,

2002.  During the planning and construction period

the project management team met frequently and

made many design decisions and project

alterations.  The project management team leader

indicated that senior management of the

Department of Development and Technology was

aware of major decisions made by the team but
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could not provide documented approval.  W e

noted that the Board of Directors of ATC Inc. did

not meet on a regular basis to provide oversight to

the project.  The Board met for the first time in July

2002 and not again until August 2003.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   So who was running

this thing?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W ell, the

project management team was running it and

reported back through the department.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ho was the project

management team?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   They

included design team members and the CEO of

Technology PEI and a number of staff.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ho was the CEO?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It would be

Allan Smith at that time.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   And what did

Treasury Board do?  The Board met for the first

time in July, 2002 and did not meet again for about

another year.  W ouldn’t Treasury Board have

problems with that?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It goes

back to our comments on the Crown Corps and

regular meetings of the boards and the boards

operating a corporation or running the corporations

as they should.  Recommendations are . . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I’ve got a quick

question.  The project management team leader

indicated that senior management of the

Department of Development and Technology was

aware of major decisions made by the team but

could not provide documented approval.  So they

just couldn’t prove that senior members of that

department knew what was going on but it’s

interesting here that senior members of the

Department of Technology would be the Deputy

Minister of Technology who is also on the Board of

Directors.  W ould there be conflicts going on there

at all?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It goes

back to if you have a Crown corporation,   the

Board should be meeting to run the Crown

corporation.  That’s the point we’re making a lot in

the chapter, previous chapter on Crown

corporations.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But that’s common

sense.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W hen they

have the  Crown corporation it should be run as a

Crown corporation.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So this is, it almost

reminds me, I guess it would be the same

department that did a lot with Polar Foods -

Development.  Because, you know, they’re making

decisions but they can’t provide paperwork for it.

Or they’re saying somebody knows what’s going

on so go ahead and do it but they can’t provide

paperwork.  It’s really quite incredible that this went

on.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ho was the deputy

minister at that time?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   At that

time it would be Paul Jelley.

So our recommendation out of that is conditions

attached to funding agreements should be

complied with. 

W hen major construction projects are undertaken

appropriate accountability process should be used

which defines the authority of the project

management team and provides the link to

Treasury Board and Executive Council.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): These two

recommendations remind me a lot of your

recommendations out of your Polar Report.  And

this is just basically almost a comment but it’s a

minor question.  Isn’t it just common sense that

conditions attached to funding agreements should

be complied with?  You know, this is taxpayer’s

money on Prince Edward Island.  This is common

sense things and yet they’re not being followed

and we’re running 125 million deficit, laying off EAs

across the province, TAs, health care shortages

and yet we have a government that refuses to

follow their own guidelines.

Now, I’m wondering, this is the 2004 report.  Has

the government or Executive Council gotten back

to you and made any commitments to these
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recommendations?  I guess that’s in the 2005

report but I don’t have it in front of me right now.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   I have it

here.  Our answers back on our 2005 report on the

conditions attached to fund agreements should be

complied with - the response was will comply with

future agreements.

And on the major construction projects and the

accountability process - an appropriate

accountability process will be established for future

projects.  So those are the comments we’ve

received back in our 2005 report.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): That’s pretty

general.  Usually when I think an elector or a

member of the Legislative Assembly goes to try

and win someone’s support they make a

commitment that they’re going to follow the rules

of government and protect taxpayer’s dollars.  But

obviously that hasn’t been going on here.  Let’s

hope that,  unlike previous commitments that they

made to the Auditor General’s office,  they follow

along with these ones.

Colin Younker (Prov incial Auditor): 

Management of the design and construction of the

ATC project was primarily carried out by two

teams.  The design team began meeting after the

architect was hired in November 2000 and

continued meeting until the construction contract

was awarded in July 2001.  The project team

began meeting in February 2001  and continued

until January 2003.  The project team included the

design team members, excluding the architectural

firm representative, as well as the CEO of

Technology PEI and a number of staff.

One of the planning objectives of the Capital

Projects Management Policy is to ensure a

reasonable assessment of alternatives and options

are presented so that Treasury Board and/or

Executive Council can make decisions based on

complete information. The project cost estimates

provided for Treasury Board’s approval and the

actual costs are summarized in Exhibit 5.2.  And

they are compared with the actual as of October

2003.

The August 2002 submission approved by

Treasury Board provided total project costs at

$22.8 million but also included a lease

arrangement used to finance the purchase by ATC

Inc. of interactive multi-media equipment over a

five year period costing .9 million.  This

arrangement has been recorded as a capital lease

in the financial statements of ATC Inc.

In summary the Treasury Board approvals

provided for the following:

• In September 2000, $1 million to carry out

design and site work;

• In February 2001, for $20.6 to complete

design and tender for construction

contract;

• In July 2002, to award the construction

contract, project budget to remain at

$20.6; 

• In August 2002, for an additional $3.1 to

complete the project, total costs $23.7

million.

W e expected submissions to Treasury Board

would provide the information necessary to

achieve the objectives described in the policy.

However, we found the Treasury Board

submissions were not always made in a timely

manner and in some cases lacked the degree of

detail normally provided for major capital projects.

In the September 2000 submissions to Treasury

Board a draft business plan for the ATC was

provided as support for the approval.  In its

decision Executive Council specifically directed the

Minister of Development and Technology to report

back to Cabinet when funding partners were

confirmed and a comprehensive business plan

had been finalized.  The plan was important

because it would outline the project objectives,

capital costs, funding or financing, space

utilization, revenues and operating costs.

Although certain aspects of the draft business plan

were updated and provided as support to

subsequent submissions,  no updated business

plan was completed as directed by Executive

Council.

The February 2001 approval by Treasury Board,

which was endorsed by Executive Council, gave

permission to proceed to construction subject to

approval by all funding partners.  The project

proceeded to a public call for construction tenders

in May 2001 without the required confirmation of

funding sources being provided to Treasury Board.

Funding of $2 million was expected from the

Labour Market Development Agreement (LMDA),
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however the agreement signed in April 2001

reduced the LMDA funding for this project to $1

million with a commitment from LMDA to fund $1

million in unrelated projects sponsored by Tech

PEI and PEI Business Development Inc.  Treasury

Board was not advised of this significant change

until August 2002 when construction was nearing

completion.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I have a quick

question.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Dave, first.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    My question goes

actually to  to Section 5.21 and I take it from that,

that Treasury Board was expecting $2 million from

LMDA.  That was the initial plan that came to

Treasury Board, is that correct?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   That’s

correct, yes.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):     Can you give any

indication why only $1 million came forward?  Is

LMDA federal?  That’s federal, provincially

administrated, whatever, kind of a mixture of both

there right now isn’t it? 

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Half and half.

 Dr. David McKenna (PC):    So what made that

change there?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):   The province gets

it to administer it.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    W e administer it

more or less.  W hat changed along the way there?

W hy it only went down to $1 million.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   I’d have to

check on that Dave and get back to you on that if

you like, why the change was made, what the

reasons were at the time.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   They probably figured

it was a bad risk.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Kind of late.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   There was

a commitment to fund other projects.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    But not related.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Not

related, no.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Not related to this

project though. Is that part of the reason why in

5.18 where it cost initially $3.1 million to complete?

That has nothing to do with it.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It doesn’t,

no.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    That’s a separate

thing.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It’s just

with the original funding source.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Okay, thank you.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Robert.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Thank you.  If I

understand the Labour Market Development

agreement-I’m sure some former ministers or the

Auditor could understand it better though-it’s a pot

of money that the province has control over to

decide where it’s spent, is it not?

Cletus Dunn (PC):    No, it’s a two person

committee.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):   Rory Beck and . . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Two person

committee.  Okay.  But my questions, just so I can

understand this is,  you’re saying they went ahead,

Executive Council gave permission to proceed to

construction but yet they didn’t have all the funding

in place.  Is that what happened it?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes. The

LMDA wasn’t in place at that time.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So they said, okay,

well it’s going to cost $23 million, we only have $21

million.  Go ahead and build it anyway.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   I think they

had projected $2 million from LMDA towards the

cost of the project. 
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But you’re not

going to go and buy a house, the bank’s not going

to let you buy a house until you’ve got-or the real

estate agent-until you’ve got the signature of the

bank that they’re going to give you the mortgage.

So basically they didn’t have the signatures yet

saying that they had the money guaranteed.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   They didn’t

have the $2 million from the LMDA.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   No.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): W hich is similar to,

you know, whether or not it’s . . .

Jim Bagnall (PC): Did they have a commitment at

that time?

Wes MacAleer (PC):      Ninety per cent.

Jim Bagnall (PC): Did they have a commitment at

that time?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Yes, 90 per cent

was it.  It’s like a French school in Tignish   where

they’re (indistinct).  Actually it’s like the Cornwall

bypass. 

Dr. David McKenna (PC):   How did that happen,

it went from two to on?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   As I

mentioned, Dave, I’ll have to go back and  get the

background on that.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   If they had an

agreement it would have been signed.  Apparently

it wasn’t signed.  If they had an agreement they

could have went to court and we could have been

paid the money.  There was nothing signed.  They

thought they were gong to get it, the same as a lot

of your decisions are made.  You thought it was

going to work but it didn’t work.  Case closed.

Simple.  I mean that’s why we’re in debt as bad as

we are.  Simple as that.  You thought, you thought

you’d get over the hill but you didn’t make the hill.

 It was too slippery.

Wes MacAleer (PC): You’re dwelling on the

negative.  You’re saying that the glass is half

empty.  Let’s look at the glass that’s half full.  In

this case it’s completely full. You’ve got your

technology centre and $1 million didn’t prevent it

from being built.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ell, you gotta look

at it like this.  You’ve got a technology centre that

could cost you $30 million plus the cost of $23

million before you’re done and maybe more. 

Wes MacAleer (PC):      But you’re only looking at

the cost aspect.  Let’s look at the benefits.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   You looked at Polar

Foods the same way.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): You tell that to

somebody that’s losing their job.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   You looked at Polar

Foods the same way.  You looked at the benefits

and that’s why you’re millions of dollars in debt.

Wes MacAleer (PC):    W e only looked at the

negative aspects of Polar Foods here.  W e didn’t

look at the benefits.  Let’s have a balance here.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ell, look at Lennie

Gallant’s music.  You gave him $100,000 and he

paid 15 back.

Wes MacAleer (PC):    W hy, you don’t like Lennie

Gallant’s music?

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Not for $100,000.  He

should be able to pay it back.  The music’s alright.

W hy did you give him $100,000 and he paid 15

back. That was some deal.  All the small

businesses are talking about that.  You gotta-

there’s reality too to life.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor): 

Recommendations - Information requested by

Executive Council or Treasury Board should be

provided.   

Capital projects should not proceed without

meeting the conditions of Treasury Board

approval.

Land Assembly

In 1999 Treasury Board approved a commitment

of $1 million toward the purchase of the former

Eatons property by Charlottetown Area

Development Corporation (CADC) for $1.5 million.

The City of Charlottetown paid the other $.5
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million.  The City of Charlottetown paid the other

$.5 million which was attributed to the back

parking lot portion.  In anticipation of a parking

garage development the city acquired a number of

other properties in the vicinity of the former Eatons

property for $800,000.

W hen the preferred location for the ATC was

decided, the province and city agreed to a land

transfer.  CADC paid the city $1.3 m illion for the

land it had acquired, i.e., $500,000 for the former

Eatons parking lot and $800,000 for the other

properties. Treasury Board directed ATC Inc. to

pay $1 million to CADC as originally agreed for the

former Eatons property. The net effect is the ATC

Inc. paid $1 million for the property that cost

$800,000.  In addition the costs of demolition of

the former Eatons building were charged to the

ATC project costs in the amount of $200,000.

Construction Contract

The general construction contract was awarded in

July 2001 for $15.9 million.  A 12 month

construction schedule was expected, however the

architect’s discussions with contractors indicated

from the outset that this schedule would be difficult

to meet.

The facility is constructed on a site that previously

held a service station and drycleaner.  Consultants

were retained to carry out an environmental site

assessment and an estimated cost for site clean

up was established at $115,000.  W hen

excavation began in August 2001 the extent of

hydrocarbon contamination was greater than

expected and dry-cleaning solvent was discovered

that had not been found during previous

investigations.  The cost to clean up the site and

provide additional protection from  future

contamination was $1.1 million.  The contaminated

soil had been estimated at up to 2400 tonnes,

however the actual exceeded 38,000 tonnes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Question, Mr.

Chair.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, go ahead.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Just back on 5.25,

it was quick there but the net effect is that ATC

Incorporated paid $1 million for property that cost

$800,000.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes.  They

ended up with the lot on the corner which was

where the drycleaner and the Irving Station were.

And the cost of that to the city was $800,000 which

was where the drycleaner and Irving Station were.

And the cost of that to the city was $800,000.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So why did they pay

a million?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W e don’t

know the reason why.  Just they were instruction

to pay the million dollars to CADC.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But they only had to

pay $800,000.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   $800,000

was the cost of the property, yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So where’d this

extra $200,000 go?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   CADC has

the $200,000 because they bought the property

from the city.

Jim Bagnall (PC): CADC bought the property,

then they sold it.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Oh, I understand.

But why would the province pay an extra

$200,000?

Jim Bagnall (PC): To make a profit.  They put a

price of a million dollars on the property.  Just like

if you bought a property and you wanted to sell it,

you’d want to make a profit.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But the deals were

done before, weren’t they?

Jim Bagnall (PC): According to this, not.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   CADC had

bought some land and there was a process of

deals and that’s where they ended up, is that ATC

was instructed to pay the million dollars for the

property that the city purchased for $800,000.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Okay. $200,000.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   I got a question.
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Still taxpayer’s

money.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   How much did they

pay just for the Eatons, for the building?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   The

Eatons building was a million dollars.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   So they paid a million

dollars for the Eatons building.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   And there

was .5 which was attributed to the parking.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   So is that million

including the parking lot?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   No, it was

over and above.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   so they paid 1.5 for

the Eatons building and the parking lot where

Eatons had.  It was all the same.

Jim Bagnall (PC): No, different properties.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   W ell, Eatons owned

the building, right? And they sold the building.

Then behind it was the Eatons parking lot.  W ho

owned it?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It was

bought- when they bought the Eatons property the

cost was $1.5 million.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Pardon?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W hen they

bought the Eatons property the cost was 1.5.  A

million dollars came from Treasury Board

commitment.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Yes, but I want to get

this straight first.  The Eatons building, where the

building was,  they paid $1 million for that, right?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Then the parking lot

that was on the Eatons, behind Eatons, where

people parked their cars for years, they paid half a

million for that.  The city bought that.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes, the

city and the province put the $1.5 million in to buy

the property which included the parking lot.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Including the parking

lot.  But the city bought the parking lot and the

province bought the building. Correct?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Alright, was that

parking lot part of the original Eatons building

when it was sold?

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   It’s part of

the $1.5 million, yes.  I think it was all one property.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   It was all one

property.  So in other words the province went in

and paid for, say 75 per cent of the property,  they

paid $1 million and then the city went in and

bought-they separated the property or something.

They’d have to separate it in order to deed it.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   W ell, the

property I think is still in  the name of CADA, the

Eatons property.  I think it’s still in CADC.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   So the city chipped in

half a million.

Colin Younker (Provincial Auditor):   Yes, the

city contributed the money to CADC.

Ron MacKinley (L) Chair:   Now, the question I

have is-and they paid $1.5 million-so then we

come down to the dry-cleaning place and that’s the

place that they paid a million dollars for?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   No, there

was 800,000 paid by the city for the drycleaning

place and the Irving Station.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, 800,000

and the Irving Service Station.  W ho bought that?

The city?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The city

bought those two properties.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    And then the city

sold that to who?  
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Colin Younker (Auditor General): The city then

ended up, CADC, the city ended up selling that to

ATC at the end of the day.   That’s how it. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    For a million

dollars?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So the city made

the 200,000.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The CADC got

the million dollars.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    CADC, so the city

sold it for 800,000 to CADC.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): CADC bought

the land from the city, bought the $500,000 which

was attributed to the parking lot and they bought

the $800,000.  They paid $800,000 to the city for.

. .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    How much?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): $800,000.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    To the city and

that’s including the parking lot.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): They paid

them 1.3.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So they paid them

1.3 then?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): At that time,

CADC would have had all the properties.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, so CADC

had all the properties.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Then ATC

paid a million dollars to CADC for the corner

properties, the Irving and the drycleaners.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Now which

property, they estimated here the environment site

assessment was done by - who did the

environment site assessment, do you know?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   Jacques

W hitford.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, so they did

the environment site assessment.  Did they do it

on the whole building or just on the Irving Service

Station and the drycleaning place.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’d have to

double check.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Now what I see

here is if an environment assessment was done

and they come up at 1.5 million so if the board

managers of ATC or whoever is doing this project,

they would know their cost is going to be 1.5,

$115,000.  But it cost 1.1 million.  So basically,

those two properties we’re vending because you

project your whole - if you project your business on

- you buy the property.  You know the property is

there.  But whoever owns the property, that’s

who’s responsible for the environment cleanup.

That’s the way the law is.  

If you buy a piece of land and somebody has an

environment mess there, well once it’s deeded in

your name, you’re responsible for the cleanup.  So

they went it, they would have it assessed.  CADC

would have to get it assessed because they’re the

ones that bought it and they come up with a

project of 115,000.  So they would add that on to

the 1.3 million they paid the city.  So but all of a

sudden, it cost them 1.1 million.  In other words, it

cost them $985,000 more than what they figured

on.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): To clean it up,

yes.   Part of the reason was the hole was dug

deeper to put the interactive theatre in, (Indistinct)

foundation.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yeah, but still and

all, when you look at a project, you look at what it’s

going to cost you.  So this project cost the

government in the long-run, over just about a

million dollars more in one project on one slipup. 

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   There’s an

additional million dollars for which is in the 23.7

which is for the cleanup.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    For the cleanup.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   It’s in the

total.
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Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    They paid 1.5

million.  W ho did they buy the Eaton’s parking lot

from, the 1.5 million and they even built - who did

they. . .?

Unidentified Member: CADC.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, CADC owned

it all.  W ho did CADC buy it from?  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): McKenna

Brothers owned it at that time.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Oh McKenna

Brothers, the potato buyers on the 48 Road.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): As far as I can

determine, that’s the company.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So they bought it.

So what you got here is McKenna Brothers owns

what - the parking lot and the Eatons building and

then, just to get it straight, the city bought, went in

and said–alright, I’ll give you a cheque for half a

million for the parking lot, right?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The city and

the province funded CADC, 1.5 million.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    1.5 million.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   The city put

in .5.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell CADC is really

the province, 85 per cent is the province, 15 per

cent is the city.  Is that not correct?  So basically

the province went in and purchased the site, the

old Eaton building and the parking lot for 1.5

million from McKenna Brothers.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Right, through

CADC.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Through CADC

which is just an arms length because they’re 85

per cent controlled by the province and 15 per cent

is. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Probably the

Minister of Development probably in charge of

CADC.

Allan Moore:    W ho’s in charge of CADC?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    It would fall under

development, wouldn’t it?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    And then he sits

on the board of directors of the ATC.  It’s just all

entwined, the whole thing.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Quite a little tangle

here.  Then the city turns around, just get it

straight, not McKenna Brothers or not the

province, Pat Binns and the government, it was the

city then went in and purchased the drycleaning

place and the service station, correct?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Right.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    And they flipped

that for a $200,000 profit?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): No.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Oh, they didn’t?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   No.  CADC

paid them 1.3 million which was the .5 for the

parking lot and 800,000 for the. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Oh, 800.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): So it’s 1.3,

they paid them 1.3 in total.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    For the total.   So

the city didn’t make any money on it, then?  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    CADC did.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, but CADC

turned around and sold it back to the province

which is 85 per cent of the province anyway. . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   So CADC . .

.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    . . . and 15 per cent

of the city so the city had to make 15 per cent of it

and the province made 85 per cent of the 200,000.

It’s just, it’s almost to putting money in, money out.

It’s just changing one part, I mean if you own 85
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per cent of a business and you pay it back to

yourself and you got 85 per cent.  So alright, why

was there such a major mistake or maybe you

can’t answer this - maybe this is why we need

these ATC directors in, like to go from $115,000

cleanup to 1.1 million, that’s over, that’s almost

unheard of that type of an error.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   They put an

interactive theatre in the building and to do that,

they dug the hole deeper.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    But wouldn’t they

know that when they were doing the site work?

W ouldn’t they know that when they did the whole

plan?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   W ell, the

interactive theatre . . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So the interactive

came up. . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General): . . . if you go

back to page 54, the interactive theatre was added

on after.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Added on.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   It was added

on after.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So the theatre cost

$900,000 plus a million, so it’s near two million

with that theatre.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): That was an

extra cost.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Now the theatre,

what is this theatre?  I’ve never been in it.  W hat is

it?  Do they have movies there?  Do they have

television shows or is it just a big TV screen?  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I can help you

here.  Is this the one in the basement?  I’ve been

there.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Could you tell us?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    It’s a theatre with

probably about 50 or 60 seats and they use it for -

I was there for the launch of the drunk driving

video done by Colonel Gray students and it’s

interactive and actually I think some of the media

members were there as well and have witnessed

it.  It’s really quite a spectacular room.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Is it making money,

this theatre?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I have no idea,

I’m just describing (Indistinct).

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    (Indistinct) making

money.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The theatre

was written off in the books of ATC in March 05.

The lease was written off.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell if you look at

the consultant’s report there in your Auditor’s

Report, I believe it referred to the theatre or the TV

screen that they needed very high traffic in order to

make it work and they, at that time, recommended

that they not go with it.   But all of a sudden,

Treasury Board turned around, never listened to

that and approved to go with it.  You see what we

got here is a typical example and I just don’t know

what we’d do but you get committees that are set

up or consultant reports come in and then they’re

not followed.  They were told so then they wrote off

the 900,000, was it, they wrote off?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): There was

about 540 left of it, not depreciated.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Not depreciated,

540, plus the extra million to get it there in the first

place so they really - it’s no wonder we’re in debt

the way we are.  It might be nice to have a nice

theatre to go in but you still got to, at the bottom of,

at the end of the day, some of this stuff has got to

start making money or there’s going to be more

people be laid off.  Like they cut the RN’s, the

nurses going through for RN’s, the third year, I

believe you cut them on their assistance for the

third year nursing students.  I mean, it’s just adding

up beyond anything here.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    How many people are

working there?

Wes MacAleer (PC): Let’s stop looking at the

donut and focusing on the hole and look at the

donut as a whole.  Actually, you’re assessing this

whole project on the base of all the negatives that
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have occurred.  Let’s look at some of the positives.

Ask yourself, are there positive aspects of this

project and you can’t answer that since you’ve

never been in that theatre and if you haven’t been

in the building.  W hy don’t we get some people to

come in here and tell us that?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell what you want

to do, I think you ate the whole donut, you fellows.

It’s gone.  It’s a mess.  That’s what your problem

is.

Wes MacAleer (PC): I’m just saying. . .

Richard Brown (L):    (Indistinct) 

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    I’m just saying and

what I’m doing is I’m focusing on the Auditor’s

Report here of millions of dollars being wasted in

the Province of PEI.  If you want the auditor to

come in and give you a good report, do things

right.  Don’t loose millions of dollars.  You ate the

hole.  You ate the donut.  The hole is worth

nothing to the donut anyway because there’s

nothing there so I’m  not focusing on it.  I’m

focusing on the whole picture of the donut.  You’re

millions of dollars in debt here in the province.

You’re cutting and slashing and I mean, you were

the author of Polar Foods and look at the millions

you lost there.  Every time you go to the bank and

you’re losing money–but look what I’ve done.  I’m

doing this.  I’m doing that but look at what I did.

I’m losing money.  

You got to pay your bills sometime or your receiver

moves in and that’s why we’re in the mess we’re in

and some people with attitude and I respect you

highly but your attitude, if you just throw money at

it and waste money, things are going to come out

some day.  One of these days you might strike it,

look at Dundarave.  Look at your golf course.  Like

how many things do we have to look at here to

show that you have a major financial crisis here in

the Province of PEI?  And you are part of it.  

Now there’s one positive thing that came out from

this was the member from–Mr. MacDonald came

out and suggested we bring some of these people

in here and get to the bottom of that.  I’m  glad to

see you’re starting to cooperate.  It might have

taken you nine years to do it but at least you’re

going to start co-operating and we’ll have some

motions here and I think it’s a good thing.  This is

the way this committee should work on a

cooperative basis and help the auditor out.  If you

want the auditor to come in with something

positive, do something right and he will come in

with something positive.  Continue, go ahead. 

 

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    I just want to go back

to the cleanup as well.  It sort of boggled me a little

bit as well when I read this report a year ago.

W hen the consultants were retained to do this

report, did they have a signed agreement for

$115,000 or whatever it cost at that time to do that

report?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’d have to

check, Dave.  I’d have to check the scope of the

report.  I can get back to you on that.  

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Because I would

think they would carry a liability insurance if it went

above what they actually tendered the project for.

W e should be able to recoup some of the costs

out of that.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I think part of

the reason though was the hole was dug deeper.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    They wanted to go

deeper, a theatre was added on.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): More soil.

Richard Brown (L):    There’s a lot more.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    If you take, a

consultant can go down so deep and tell you what

your soil is for a certain building, they’ll go that

deep so I mean when they went with the theatre,

they had to dig down deeper.  W hen they dug

down deeper, they found worse contamination.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Continue.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): 5.28 - Under

the contract, construction was to reach substantial

performance by August 2002.  The architect

certified that substantial performance was

achieved in September 2002 for architectural and

October 2002 for electrical, however, the

mechanical work was not approved until February

2003.  The general contractor disputed the dates

for substantial performance and also disagreed

with deficiency holdbacks.  The dispute resulted in

liens filed against the project by the general

contractor and five subcontractors, however, a
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settlement agreement

was reached in October 2003.

The settlement agreement included paying the

general contractor $302,000 less $192,000 in ATC

Inc. costs for lost revenue and liquidated damages

for a net cost of $110,000.  There were numerous

meetings and correspondence with the general

contractor by the architect and ATC construction

management staff in order to resolve the dispute

and have the work completed.  

The total contract value was revised from the

$15.9 million awarded to $17.5 million which

included $1.6 million in change orders as

summarized in Exhibit 5.3.  W e were unable to

locate signed copies of all change orders and were

informed that they were misplaced.  W e were

advised by construction management staff that all

amounts have been agreed to with the general

contractor and signed copies were in the process

of being obtained, at the time of our audit.  

The recommendation - signed change orders

should be obtained for all changes to construction

contracts.  They’re all signed - at the time - they’ve

all been signed since.  

Technology - The nature and type of technology

that would be available to all tenants of the facility

as well as the technology available for content

development by multi-media firms were important

to the objectives of the project.  The project team

considered that sophisticated technology would be

necessary in order to attract the caliber of tenants

envisioned by the project objectives.  

W e noted that the Treasury Board submission of

February 2001 included in the project budget $1.2

million referred to as base technology.  In addition,

the submission referred to a further $2.9 million in

enhanced technology that was not included in the

approved project costs.  It was anticipated that

funding for this enhanced technology infrastructure

would be secured through public-private

partnerships with technology firms under co-

investment agreements.  This technology was

considered necessary to properly position the

Centre with research, development and production

capacity but at that time it was unfunded.  W e

found that the actual fit-up and technology costs

amounted to $3.3 million, excluding the cost of the

interactive theatre.  Fit-up and technology costs

include computers, plasma display screens,

network equipment, audio visual equipment,

boardroom furniture, cabling, and post production

fit-up.  

Certain technology was added to the facility with

the intention that if the technology was available

locally it would result in expansion of existing

business, new businesses being created that

would use the technology, or, businesses locating

here from off Island.  W e would expect in any

development initiative that a feasibility study would

be conducted to determine if the potential market

existed for the product or service supported.  W e

noted that an independent consultant was

engaged to conduct a study of the interactive

multimedia theatre.  The study concluded that this

type of cinema required high traffic volume in the

form of paid admissions to be financially viable.

The study also concluded that other revenue

sources, such as businesses and research

organizations us ing the technology for

development purposes, did not appear to offer a

volume and price combination which would justify

the capital investment.  

The interactive theatre was acquired at a cost of

$.9 million in spite of the results of the study.  The

fit-up costs were added to the capital cost of the

project and the equipment was acquired through a

capital lease arrangement.  W e noted that in the

Treasury Board submission of August 2002 there

is no reference to the consultant’s report on the

feasibility of the interactive theatre.  The

submission does not request approval to add the

interactive theatre rather it is stated that the

theatre area has been upgraded.  No evidence of

approval beyond the level of the project team was

provided to us.  

Significant additions to capital projects should be

approved by Treasury Board.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I have a question on

5.34.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    My understanding is

the building is now pretty well occupied, is that

true, but not completely?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I think at this

stage when we looked at it, W ilbur, it was about 87

per cent of the corporate lease space was rented.
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I’m not sure of the number right now.   I have

some detail on the space on page 63 there.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    Page 63?  And this

equipment, I guess IT is not cheap to do anything

with.  Is a lot of that - where can I find it here -

technology or business, we would expect any

initiative that a feasible study, no, I’m looking for

something else.  Like the hardware, is that being

used, do you know?  The interactive hardware and

all that that has been put into the building.  It must

be if we’re pretty well occupied?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W e do on 64 -

there’s different spaces.  There’s the corporate

tenants and then there’s also the other areas for

services like video, network, and that type of thing.

On page 64, we look at the budgeted revenues

versus the actual and we’re up to September 03.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    Okay.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): For those

areas actually at that time weren’t generating a

substantial rent.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    They weren’t?  I see.

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   At that time.

I don’t have updated figures on that.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yes, Mr. Brown.

Richard Brown (L):    W ilbur brings up a good

point.  It’s fully occupied but we’re still losing

money.  If it’s fully occupied and a booming

business over there, why is it losing money?  You

know, if something is utilized.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Just getting

enough space, just getting enough rent for your

space and it’s also. . .

Richard Brown (L):    But all the space is rented,

you know.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): There’s still

space though that’s used for video services and

network services, that hasn’t been rented as well

as the corporate space.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    How much a

square foot is it in there?  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The square

footage is on page 63 - there’s a breakdown.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    But how much a

foot to rent the square foot?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Oh, the rent,

I’d have to get that number.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Could you find that

out?   And you’d have to know about the rent.  You

could fill an apartment, you know.  If an apartment

cost you $522 to service your apartments and you

rent them out at 325, you’re still going to lose

money.  

Richard Brown (L):    But government wouldn’t do

that sort of thing. 

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    I don’t know.  But

then if you go to 5.50 - I’m going ahead here a little

bit.  Sixteen tenants - four were receiving a rental

subsidy through Technology PEI, the parent of

ATC Inc.  They’re not only paying rent, they’re

getting subsidized from Technology PEI and ATC

Inc. also.  So in other words, the money, they’re

losing money and some of them are getting

subsidized by government to pay their rent and

they’re still losing money.  Anyway -

Colin Younker (Auditor General): So there’s

about 20 per cent of the space is related to training

labs and the theatre.  The rent up until we did this

report wasn’t substantial.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W ould they be rented

at anytime then, certain spaces would be?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): They could be

rented at anytime if somebody wanted to go up

and rent a space for meetings where you have a

lab.  There’s a video conference.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Maybe we could

have public accounts there, pay them money, get

some money to help them out.  

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    The clerk tried to get

some business for the place but she wasn’t

allowed.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Anyway continue.

Richard Brown (L):    Mr. Chairman.
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Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Have you got a

question?

Richard Brown (L):    This is a subsidiary of a

crown corporation, it’s buried pretty deep and is

there a set of financial statements for this place by

itself that we can take a look at?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Richard Brown (L):    But are they, do you publish

them in the Public Accounts?  I haven’t seen the

ATC’s subsidiary as an entity onto itself.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): It’s not

published - there is a separate set of financial

statements though.  I can provide the 04 and 05

statement, if you like.

Richard Brown (L):    Good.  Is that okay,

chairman?  Thank you.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): As previously

indicated, an estimated $2.9 million in enhanced

technology was not included in project costs in the

submission of February 2001, when Treasury

Board gave approval to proceed to construction.

Funding for this technology was to be accessed

from private sector partners through co-

investment.  Co-investment is defined in the ATC

planning documents as contributions which could

take the form of:

~ reduced cost of supplied technology or services;

~ cash sponsorship of specialized areas within the

ATC;

~ donation of technology, equipment, etc;

~ knowledge transfer;

~ funding of researcher positions to be located at

the ATC.

In return, recognition by Technology PEI and the

ATC would take the form of but not be limited:

~ preferred supplier status;

~ offset against leaseable corporate space;

~ assistance with access to local investment

opportunities.

In June, 2001, the project team initiated a request

for “Expressions of Interest” for firms interested in

co-investment in this unique facility.  The EOI

process has been used in other projects within

government.  By its nature it is broad and is used

where the specifics of the products or services

have not been defined.  It is essentially inviting

companies to come forward and convince the

project team that they have the products and

services to fill the needs. 

W hile there are no regulations or policies over

what is an appropriate EOI process, we

considered the following to be reasonable

business practices:

~ advertisement allowing a fair cross section of

businesses the opportunity to respond;

~ a description of the project requirements and/or

needs;

~ a time frame;

~ an evaluation team;

~ an evaluation process including at least a

weighting of certain considerations such as price,

service, experience and quality.  

W e were advised that the EOI was advertised on

the ATC web site and references were posted on

the government web site to the ATC web site for

further information and opportunities.  In addition,

direct contact was made with leading innovators in

the IT sector.  

W e were advised that the evaluations were

tailored to the circumstances of the EOI

respondent.  W e were provided with an evaluation

report prepared by a consultant engaged to carry

out the evaluation for the audio visual systems

proposals.  In the case of the evaluation for the

computer hardware, an internal evaluation team

was established and prepared an evaluation report

on the proposals.  In other cases, the evaluation

essentially took the form of a negotiation process

with the primary respondent.  

Developing a relationship with a private sector

business to partner in acquiring products and

services is one aspect of co-investment,

establishing a value for the outcome of the

relationship is much more difficult.  In the Treasury

Board submission of August 2002, information was

provided to Treasury Board which listed vendors

and a coinciding value for co-investment

agreements that were indicated as being either

concluded or agreed in principle.  Exhibit 5.4

provides this list and compares it to a list of co-

investment which was provided to us in August

2003.  Exhibit 5.4 has the co-investment list.

W e examined the service level agreement signed

with the network service provider.  The agreement

provides management services and access to
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equipment, which ATC Inc. has valued at 520,000,

in exchange for a monthly charge.  Although in this

case ATC Inc. Is not acquiring the equipment

directly through a capital investment, it is still

paying a substantial fee and there is nothing to

indicate that it is receiving any discount or

donation.  In our view, this arrangement does not

meet the definition of co-investment as provided in

the ATC’s planning documents but is merely a

financing arrangement.  

The Treasury Board submission of August 2002

states in its description that the purchase of an

interactive immersion theatre financed by ATC Inc.

through a capital lease agreement, will leverage

additional investment of $1 million toward a post

production studio.  As indicated in the Treasury

Board submission, the $1 million was listed as co-

investment from the supplier of the theatre

technology.  In discussions with the Project

Management Team leader, we determined that it

was never the intention for the company to provide

investment in the capital acquisition of a post

production studio.  The co-investment of $1 million

was an estimate of financing programs through

ACOA and Technology PEI that would be available

to prospective clients who would use the post

production studio for development initiatives.  This

is not co-investment in ATC as described in the

planning documents.  

Recommendation - the information provided to

Treasury Board on major capital projects should

clearly describe all the financial implications of the

project.  

Revenues  - Major capital projects such as the

construction of the Atlantic Technology Centre

require not only a significant financial commitment

during construction but can also have an impact

on future budgets.  The Capital Projects

management Policy covers the need to identify the

estimated impact of the project on the budgets of

government. The ATC Centre is designed to

encourage economic development in the IT sector.

To nurture small start up companies and

encourage partnerships and innovation, the

concept for a diverse group of IT companies to

locate within the Centre.  This leased corporate

space would provide a stable revenue stream to

offset ongoing costs of the facility.  

In addition, the Centre would contain training labs,

interactive theatre, production and sound studios

which would be used to develop multi media

content, and would generate revenue as they were

used.  Several spaces were included in the design

which would provide amenities to the tenants such

as a café area, and a wellness centre.  The

intention was for private sector businesses to

lease this space and provide these services to the

tenants.  And finally there are common areas and

unusable space which is non-revenue generating.

W e reviewed the space allocations for the ATC as

indicated in the RFP for architectural services, the

cash flow projection prepared when Treasury

Board approved the project in February 2001 and

the actual constructed amounts as provided by

staff of ATC.  Exhibit 5.5 summarizes the changes

in the space allocations.  There’s a total of

123,000 square feet and the breakdown is there in

Exhibit 5.5.  

The corporate space amounts to approximately 45

per cent of the total space within the facility. ATC

Inc has been successful in attracting tenants and

as of October, 1, 2003, there were 16 tenants

leasing 48,566 square feet of space or 87 per cent

of the total corporate space.  

W e noted that of these 16 tenants, four were

receiving a rental subsidy through Tech PEI, the

parent of ATC Inc.  The rental incentive program

allows eligible businesses leasing space in ATC to

receive a subsidy of $10 per square foot to a

maximum of $50,000 over the first three years of

occupancy.  For the four recipients, the rental

incentive amounted to $91,000.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I have a question.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Is that included in

the losses?  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The subsidy is

provided by Technology PEI. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hich is a

subsidy of Business Development.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hich is a

subsidiary.
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Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    So it’s not under

losses.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   It’s not

included.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    But related to

more money that’s being spent by the same. . . 

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The different

rent (Indistinct)

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ho got the rent

subsidy?  W hat companies?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): There’s four

companies - Cellar Door, DeltaW are, Fonlan

Atlantic Inc and Provinent Corp.

Richard Brown (L):    How much space was that

those four companies took up of the space that

was rented?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I don’t have

that information.  

Richard Brown (L):    You say 16 including the

four. . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I don’t know

what the percentage would be.

Richard Brown (L):    But if these four had 80 per

cent of the space and they were subsidized. . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I don’t have

that. . .

Richard Brown (L):    Mr. Auditor, assistant

auditor.  

Cletus Dunn (PC):    (Indistinct) 9,000 square

feet, if there was a $10 a foot subsidy, at $900,000

so it would probably be 9,000 square feet.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I think the

(Indistinct) said it was over three years ago.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    No, I don’t

disagree with you and I don’t have a problem with

it but it is one department (Indistinct) to another,

you might as well take out the subsidy and just

(Indistinct).

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    (Indistinct) Slemon

Park getting business up there getting special

treatment too, (Indistinct)

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Exactly, it’s the

same thing (Too many speaking at once) They

probably saved money not doing the transactions.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    There wouldn’t be an

industrial mall in the province if they weren’t

subsidized to start off with.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Now it’s a quarter

to 12, we’ve got some new business.  On the

agenda, there’s new business.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W hy don’t we finish?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W e’ll excuse the

auditor now. 

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Can we finish this section?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    The next page and

we’re all done.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, and then

maybe we can go find. . . Finish the one page.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Nearly 20 per

cent of the total usable space consists of

conference rooms, training labs, theatre and

studios which are rented out on a short term basis.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    This is two pages.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The revenue

projections presented to Treasury Board estimate

a significant income to be received by ATC Inc.

For the short term rent of these facilities.  Exhibit

5.6 shows the projected and actual revenue for

2002-03 as well as the budgeted revenue for

2003-04 and actual to September 2003.  As

illustrated, for 2003-04 the revenues for other

space are substantially below projections.  There

is a revenue item of $200,000 which is related to

an agreement with the network service provider for

resale of the network services to tenants within the

ATC.  Minimal revenue has been generated

through this means.  Additional funds will be

required to cover operating expenditures before
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the end of the fiscal year if this revenue trend

continues.  

The on-going commitment required from

government to fund the operations of the ATC

changed over the course of design and

construction of the Centre.  In the Treasury Board

submission September 2000 there is a projected

annual operating shortfall after start up of 400,000.

In the submission to Treasury Board February

2001, the date when approval was received to

complete design and tender construction, updated

cash flow projections indicated no annual cash

funding would be required after year three of

operations.  

A submission was approved in February 2003 for

a special warrant to cover operating losses of the

Centre for 2002-03 in the amount of $992,000.  In

that submission, revised operating projections for

the Centre again indicated an on-going need for

financial support from government to cover

operating shortfalls ranging from 776,000 in 04 to

61,000 in 08.

Employment at the ATC  - One of the objectives at

the ATC Centre is to create long-term sustainable

employment and wealth generating capacity for

the province.  The projections at the approval of

the project were for 500 persons to be employed

at the Centre with an annual payroll of $20 million,

75 per cent of which wold be incremental

employment.  W e were advised that no evaluation

of employment created has been conducted;

however, a tenant survey is planned in the near

future.  Management advised that within the first

128-month period upon opening, approximately

320 people work at ATC.

Information should be presented to Executive

Council on the results achieved in relation to the

objective of employment creation at the ATC.  

Richard Brown (L):    Mr. Chairman.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yes.

Richard Brown (L):    As this project progressed

and some problems arose, I guess you could say,

did the management go back and review the

whole project and say–how can we bring her back

in budget?  Or how can we bring her back into

scale?  W as that done?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’m not aware

of any type of review of the project.

Richard Brown (L):    So do you think that should

of been done?  Is that a recommendation?  W hen

you start seeing it going way over budget and stuff

like that, just take a look at it and try to peel it back

or just barrel ahead?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W ell you

should try and stay within your budget as you go

along as best you can.  

Richard Brown (L):    I just say, would you

recommend that they basically do the same thing

that the federal government did with the new

building that they’re building.  W hen they went to

tender and if you went over budget and there was

some problems with it, they’d pull back and they’d

reviewed it and brought her back in line.  Do you

recommend that kind of a. . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’m not. . .

Richard Brown (L):    No, I was just wondering

because there was a substantial amount of

criticism from the government members over this

property that’s being built now and over the lack of

it being done.  You know, the federal government

just said–look, we got a budget and we’re going to

try to live within it but there was a lot of criticism

over that.  They nicknamed it the Murphy’s Hole

but maybe if that due diligence was done on this

project, we wouldn’t see the problems that we’ve

seen.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    I got a question.

Richard Brown (L):    There’s a lot of substantial

amount of criticism over the way that building was

built.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Your project - yeah,

this government is an expert in running everybody

else’s business but their own, I mean the facts are

right here.  It’s something like people working in

my place.  I have to tell them–look after your own

job, don’t worry about what the other person is

doing on the farm.  Don’t worry about what

someone else is doing.  You’re doing your job.

But projected actual revenue - this is a serious

thing here I see.  W ho would be responsible for

making this on page 64, just to make it up quick,
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projected revenue $1,150,000, I believe.  They

came in projected revenue, actual revenue was

one million, 400 and some thousand, budget

revenue actually 2003 - 958,000.  W ell that

$958,000 at the bottom of the page, are you

following that, Mr. Auditor?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes, that’s the

first six months there.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    The first six months

and another one, now this grant: Technology,

that’s a grant from the Technology Centre to the

business, right?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   That’s the

operating grant, yes.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So if you took that

operating grant off, they’ve lost a  tremendous

amount of money there.  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The grant

actually brings them to break even.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hat?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The grant

brings them to break even.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yeah, but if you

look at corporate space, projected revenue 600

and some thousand.  They actually got 289.

That’s not even 50 per cent of the projection.

Budgeted revenue the next year - corporate space

1.2 million 771,000, they actually got 523,000.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The 500 is for

six months though.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Six months - how

much is it going to be in total?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): They got for

the year, for the year they got 1.1.  So the

corporate space did come up to the budget.  Some

of the other areas there was a problem.    The 756

in other services. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yeah, I see that.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): The actual

was 241 for the year 04.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hat’s this here, if

you look here, commercial.  Is that commercial?

Like 71.000 and they got nothing?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): Yes, there was

no revenue from that area.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    And then you go to

the next one, 72,000 and they got nothing.  Then

the next one, they got services (video, network),

200,000 and they got 9,000?  Like . . .

Colin Younker (Auditor General): That’s the

area that the projections haven’t matched is in the

other, that 20 per cent area for commercial use.  

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    But commercial, is

that that first floor like right now you have the radio

station in there and you have the Kent,  Is it the

Rogers, Kent, that’s all commercial, right?  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’d have to

check that.

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    That wasn’t there a

couple of years ago.  It’s only the last few or six

months that that stuff has been in there.

Wes MacAleer (PC): This is the situation two

years back.  W ell let’s bring it up to date.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell if you go to

2004, 2003-2004, and the auditor has already said

it–they’re losing money every year.  It’s as simple

as that.  If you’re making projections, your

projections are here.  Your first year, you’re not

even meeting your projections.  I mean, how many

years does government have to keep subsidizing

this to meet the projections.  Now we find out

Technology is not only giving a grant, but they’re

giving grants to businesses that are there in order

to subsidize their interest rates.  Like you got a

three-way prong here.

Wes MacAleer (PC): Is there something wrong

with governm ent subsidizing com m ercial

operations?  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell there’s

something wrong if government’s got to build a

building, then turn around and subsidize it again.

That’s why we’re in debt as bad as we are.  

Wes MacAleer (PC): Are you against the principle
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of subsidization?  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, but you got to

make money with it and it’s got to turn out to make

a profit.  Like Polar Foods, you subsidized them. 

You lost $38 million.  Your breakdown, just take a

look at all the write-offs.  W e can’t afford these

write-offs.  The taxpayers of the province can’t

afford these write-offs and that’s why we’re going

to have to bring in this ATC management team or

directors and find out what’s going on.  W e’ll ask

them the questions.  But I mean, we’re gone in

debt.  It keeps going up and up and up and up and

up.  There’s a time you got to make money on

these things, you know.

Wes MacAleer (PC): I agree, especially in some

other industries too.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    New business?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hatever - is

everybody else done with the auditor?   Yeah, new

business then.  W e’ll be getting a hold of you. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I’ve got questions

for the auditor because we’re going to need some

updates but it’s going to be probably a busy couple

of months.  W e’ve got W aste W atch writing off 6.5

million that I’m sure you’re aware of or the

government.  W e’ve got the Golf Academy, the old

one which is just going to be sitting there.  W ho

knows what it will be doing?  But I think there’s a

lot of people wondering about the forensic audit -

when it will be coming forward and what the status

of when we might be receiving that.  

As you know, I think the original anticipation was

the end of June.  It got moved to the end of

August.  It got moved to the end of September.

Now we’re getting close to the end of October.  I’m

just wondering if you could provide somewhat of

an update on when we’ll be finding out what they

found out about the $31 million?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I’ve reviewed

a draft and it’s gone back to the KPMG.  I sent it

back last Friday with some comments.  I tried to

get a hold of them this morning actually to see, to

see if they reviewed our comments and their

position on them and I’ve had to look at to get a

legal opinion on what’s in it.  So I anticipate

hopefully in the next week or two that the draft will

be finalized and the report done.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay, so the next

week or two.  I’m just wondering one of the–during

the summer, we had corresponded I guess, since

I sit on the Legislative Audit Committee, the

committee that requested the forensic audit and

that will be receiving the forensic audit.  One of the

issues during the summer on why the forensic

auditors asked for an extension and I’m just going

to quote here was, “KPMG requested information

from the receiver, Ernst & Young on March 10,

2005 and was denied access to the records of

Polar Foods International.”  

So really Ernst & Young which represents the

government was partially responsible, I guess for

holding up part of the process.  I’m wondering, I

personally think that we should have Ernst &

Young or even KPMG come before the committee

and I’m  just wondering, have you received any

explanation on why Ernst & Young chose to

withhold information from a forensic audit when

they really should have been providing any

information they were asked for?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   They had

some legal concerns with their arrangement with

Fishery Products as far as the marketing

agreement went in confidential agreements.  So it

took awhile to sort through that.  W e did get the

information or did get the information in the end.

I know the detailed timetable on that and I’m

prepared to go to the Legislative Audit Committee

when I do present the report on that.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I don’t have

that with me today.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    That’s something

that took, I guess, a month to really resolve so

that’s an extra month of perhaps cost and delays.

Is the budget for the forensic audit going to be

blown out of the water because of these delays?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W e had three

quotes originally when we did the forensic audit.

One was in the low 70s.  One was in the low 80s

and one was for approximately I think 125.  W e

selected the middle one because of the

experience of the firm.  W e rated them.  The last

amount is just over 91,000, the last bill I have so

we are going to be over but I don’t think it’s going

to blow it out of the water but we are going to be
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over the 81,000 that was quoted at the time.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay, the

information and the time frame that you have in

Ernst & Young withholding the information, will you

be bringing that to the Legislative Audit Committee

or back to this committee?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): I would bring

it to the Legislative Audit Committee first and if

they would like. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hat I’m going to

do is then take the opportunity to review that

information and if I think if there’s any reason

whatsoever that the government was involved or

Ernst & Young should have been releasing this

information, we’ll probably try and call them before

the committee.  That’s really all the information

that I’m looking from you today on the forensic

audit.  So within the next two weeks then, we

should be expecting a copy of the forensic audit.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Before you leave, you did get

the information, is that what you’re telling us?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W e received

the information we were asking for, yes.  All the

information that was asked. . .

Jim Bagnall (PC):    So there was no information

that was held, it was delayed.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): No, it was

delayed.  It was received.  KPMG was satisfied.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    They had to clear legal

boundaries before they gave it to you?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): It’s

complicated thing to go into, Jim.  I’d have to go

through the whole thing.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Okay, that’s fine.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W hich I will do

with the Legislative Audit Committee.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Okay, thanks.

Richard Brown (L):    So on this forensic audit

that was done, do you have any recommendations

on any changes to the Audit Act or anything like

that?  Because under the Audit Act, you have

public inquiry status and you know, people have to

give you information.

Colin Younker (Auditor General): But we did get

the information, Richard, we used the act to do it.

Richard Brown (L):    Thank you.  You had to

invoke that clause then?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   W e just

invoked the act in general, that’s all.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Just a quick

question before you leave.  On November 1 , isst

the next time we can have it in the morning.  Is

that fine with you people?  

Colin Younker (Auditor General): W hat day is

November 1 ?st

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    It’s a

Tuesday morning.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Is that okay?

Colin Younker (Auditor General):   If possible,

could we finish around a quarter to 12, start a little

earlier and finish around a quarter to 12?

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Are you going to be home,

Mr. Chairman?  You said you were going to. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, I just want to

clear it with the auditor and we can discuss this

after he leaves or we can do it now.  Is next,

November 1  from say, 9:30 to say 11:30.  Is thatst

okay?

Jim Bagnall (PC):    W hy don’t we start at 9:00?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Nine?  Is that okay

for the people in rural PEI?  Alright, 9:00 o’clock

until 11:30.  Is that okay then?

Colin Younker (Auditor General): That’s fine.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Okay, that’s when

we’ll set it up.  Now any new business?  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    One other thing,

I was impressed with the level of discussion today,

Mr. Chair, especially with the Conservative
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members in being open to receive more witnesses

before the committee.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Could you make a

motion?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Yes, besides the

politicians and one of the issues is we’ve run over

on about $5 million worth of losses at ATC over

the last three years and I’m  not going to argue

with–there are some positives out of ATC but

we’re still losing money and this was not

anticipated by government.  

Also, it’s supposed to be sold, I believe, by 2008.

W e’d like to receive an update on that.  So I’d like

to move a motion that we ask the board of

directors of ATC to appear before the public

accounts committee.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, it’s open for

discussion.  There’s a motion on the floor.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I’d like to see the

minister come in too, to answer the political

(Indistinct) that we’ve been talking about all

morning.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    You just said, you

were the person who raised it earlier.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    And the board of

directors, I have no problem with the board of

directors but let’s get the whole answer.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell why not take

the minister at a later date?

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    He can come in with

them.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, let the board of

directors.  There’s three board of directors.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W e’ll be here asking

questions and they’ll say–I don’t know that answer

to that.  You’ll have to ask the minister.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell the minister

would know. 

Richard Brown (L):    (Indistinct)

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I suggest we do the

whole thing.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    It goes the other

way.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    That’s my motion.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    The bureaucrats

say–ask the. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    You don’t have a

motion but you got an idea.  There’s one motion on

the floor.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I’m still sticking

with my motion, Mr. Chair.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Are you sticking

with your motion?  And your motion. . .

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I amend the motion to

include the minister.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, he’s

amended the motion.  You want to amend the

motion?  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    Yes, to include the

minister and the board of directors.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    To include the

minister.  Is that open - it’s open for discussion.

There’s an amendment on the floor. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I’d like to. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Just wait, alright

everybody is clear on it, I guess anyway.  Are you?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    Just to clarify, are we

saying just the chairman of the board or the whole

board of directors?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, here’s the

motion on the floor.  He wants the three people

from ATC.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    No, there’s

actually about five, six or seven people on the

board.  There’s probably six or seven people on

the board.  
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Dr. David McKenna (PC):    The initial board.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    As long as they’re

going along with what the original provisions were.

W e’ll take the chairman of the board here to,

perhaps three members of the board, whoever on

the board wants to appear before the committee.

I think would be fair.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hat about going

back to the Auditor’s Report is where there were

three people on the board at the beginning.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Those would all

be changed by now.  There’s all new people in

those roles.  I just want an update on exactly

where things stand now.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, you just

want an update.  

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    (Indistinct)

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    I personally myself

would like to go back to the three people that were

originally there and bring them in and then move

along later.  But anyway.

Richard Brown (L):    And the original minister

because it was . . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yeah, and the

original minister.  But the thing is that’s fine, the

motion then to be clear then is who’s ever on the

board now.  Is that what you’re saying?  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Exactly, the board

of directors.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I think he said three

members.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Yeah, whoever

from the board wants to appear before the

committee.   W e’ll take the chair.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    And also we have

then the amendment made this and the minister

responsible now or at the beginning?

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W ith them.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, now or the

minister at the time?  W hich minister?

Dr. David McKenna (PC):    I think it’s the same

one.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    It’s the same one, isn’t it?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hatever.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    The same minister.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So there’s a motion

on the floor.  It’s open for discussion.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I’d like to amend

that motion again to say at separate times.  

Wes MacAleer (PC):   Mr. Chairman, the

discussion on this matter was related to the fact

that this committee or committees of the

Legislature should bring Crown corporations

before them to examine their activities and I

support that, okay.  I have no problem with that.  I

didn’t say that it should be a minister or should be

a corporation’s board of directors or whatever.  So

let’s - I don’t want to vote on something and not be

clear on it.  So what exactly are you looking for

here?  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hat exactly am

I looking for?  W e today discussed a lot about the

Atlantic Technology Centre.

Wes MacAleer (PC): Okay, and you want to know

more about it.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    About its role,

about how much it’s losing in terms, per year, and

we found out that it’s supposed to be sold by 2008.

I’m looking for updates on why it’s losing this much

money; on why it was initially only expected to

loose a certain amount of money; and whether or

not, there is going to be a possibility for it to be

sold in 2008 that was originally anticipated and

that’s what we’re looking for.  W e don’t need - I

can ask those questions to the minister in the

House if I’d like but I was impressed today with the

level of discussion here.  Let’s take the political

process over.  W e’re not looking for - we’re looking

to find out some legitimate information.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    There’s an

amendment on the floor.  W e got to deal with the

amendment.
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Wes MacAleer (PC): Yes and I support that so

let’s not get bogged down in. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Exactly, that’s all

I want.

Wes MacAleer (PC): So I don’t think we should

exclude anybody from the table.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    There is a

political spin whenever a minister appears before

a committee.  I don’t mind if they’re both separate

but if you’ve got the minister there that’s going to

be doing the testifying and they’re going to be

taking any questions that they want to answer on

a political level.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    See just explain it

this way.  There’s an amendment on the floor.  W e

got to deal with this amendment.  Then we go

back to the original motion so we got to start, your

motion is for the minister to come forward with

them.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    To answer the

questions.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ith the board.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W ith the board.  You

answer the questions if you don’t mind, Mr.

Chairman.  That way (Indistinct)

Wes MacAleer (PC): Okay, well separate times.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Unless you’re

scared.  

Wes MacAleer (PC): No, I’m not.  (Too many

speaking at once).

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Listen, Mr.

MacDonald has the floor.  W ould you explain it to

me.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    I want the minister to

come in because we did ask questions about the

future of the building and so on and maybe he can

have some input into that and we can ask anyone,

any member of the board of directors, the

president, the chairman whoever is there, it’s a

wide open thing and if we don’t finish it in the one

time, we come back the second time.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Now Mr. MacAleer.

Wes MacAleer (PC): I agree with my colleague

here.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W hether you agree

or not, have you got any questions to ask.  The

vote will come in a few minutes.   Mr. Bagnall

wanted to say something.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    No, I’m fine.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Alright, there’s just

one problem I have as chairman of bringing the

minister in with the board.  Under the laws of the

public accounts, the only way a minister can come

in this room is being invited and basically, what

you’re doing, you’re inviting the minister to sit at

the table along with the bureaucrats and that goes

as sort of in the face of the public accounts.  The

ministers should come in by themselves and that’s

just the way the public accounts works.  

Cletus Dunn (PC):    (Indistinct)

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay, well then

just agree to it.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    W hy?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hy not?   W e

want the answers straight from the board of

directors.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Cletus Dunn has

the floor.  Could I have some order here.  Cletus

Dunn has the floor.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    I just want to back up this

before this motion was made.  My understanding

from the honourable member, Mr. MacDonald,

when he made a comment about bringing people

before, he was responding to 3.88 of the Auditor’s

Report which says–Annual reports of Crown

agencies should be referred to a Standing

Committee for review of agency performance.  

My understanding was that Mr. MacDonald said -

I agree that we can bring anybody into the

standing committee to be interviewed regarding

Crown agencies.  I didn’t think it was public

accounts he was talking about.  I thought he was

talking about a standing committee under this

recommendation that the auditor said.  Am I
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misinterpreting your motion?  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    That’s what I meant,

not necessarily the Standing Committee of

Agriculture or the Standing Committee of

Community and Cultural Affairs.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    So that has nothing to do

with Public Accounts.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    No, let’s just wait

for a minute.  Listen just wait for a minute.   Mr.

Dunn has the floor.  W e are a Standing Committee

of Public Accounts.

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Right.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So if you want to

start. . .

Cletus Dunn (PC):    It doesn’t say public

accounts, it says a standing committee.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W e are a standing

committee.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W e are a

standing committee.  

Cletus Dunn (PC):    There’s all kinds of standing

committees.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    So what you’re

going to do is move to some other committee,

have that committee say–well we don’t want to do

this.  W e are public accounts.  The books falls

under public accounts.  

Cletus Dunn (PC):    The auditor recommended

that.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell you’ll just have

to vote against it.  I mean the thing is there’s a

motion on the floor.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Let’s deal with it.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W e are the

Standing Committee of Public Accounts.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Right.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    And the motion’s on

the floor that we bring in the bureaucrats.  You

people are on record saying you’d like them to

come before a standing committee.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    The motion on the floor is the

amendment, not the motion at the present time.

W e’re dealing with the amendment.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Yeah, we’re talking

about bringing the minister in.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Okay, then let’s vote on the

amendment.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    But there was a

problem with bringing the minister in, as I said.

The only way a minister can come.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    It’s your problem, it’s not

ours.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ell it’s public

accounts law.  No, the problem is the law is there

on Public Accounts.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    It’s your problem, it’s not our

problem.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    The only way a

minister.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Do you have the

book?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    The only

way that a member of the Cabinet. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Do you want to

listen to this?

Jim Bagnall (PC):    He can be invited.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Just wait, just give

the clerk a chance to talk, will you?  Stop

interrupting.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Listen to who’s talking.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    Mr.

Chairman, m inisters of the Crown do need to

receive an invitation from this committee in order

to appear before this committee.  
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Cletus Dunn (PC):    And they can appear with

bureaucrats at the same time.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    That was

not part of the rules, it doesn’t say that one way or

the other.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Exactly.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    But what you are

doing is putting the bureaucrats under a cloud

when they come in with the minister and if you

follow through.  So anyway, the question is - we

have a motion on the floor.  Is there anymore

debate on the motion?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Are we debating

the amendment to the motion?

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    The amendment. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    So we have to

vote. . .

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    To add

the minister.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I obviously want

to see them come in at separate times so I’m just

wondering, are the other members comfortable

with them coming in at separate times or are you

putting an absolute on this.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Bring them in together.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Are you putting

an absolute on this that the board of directors

cannot appear without the minister?

Cletus Dunn (PC):    Put an amendment on the

floor.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay, well I put

an amendment that they appear at separate times.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    Can you do that?

Can you make an amendment to the amendment?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    W e can

have a sub amendment.  The amendment was to

have the minister  (Indistinct) together and we can

have a sub amendment  to that would happen at a

separate time.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    At a separate time,

that’s what I thought.  So we’re still dealing with the

member’s, so is everybody clear on the member

from Pownal Bay’s motion.  All in favour, raise your

hand.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    This is

the amendment to the motion.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    This is the

amendment, no, we’re. . .

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    No, this is my

amendment.  

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    The sub

amendment to the amendment - the sub

amendment would indicate that the witnesses

would appear at different times so it’s the sub

amendment which. . .

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    W ait, wait, let’s

discuss this - I wasn’t clear on that one.  I thought

you said that it had to come at a separate time the

sub amendment.  So we got to deal with the sub

amendment first so there’s no vote yet.  W e’ve got

to go to discussion.  The sub amendment by Mr.

Ghiz is on the floor and that says that they want

the minister to come at a separate time from the

bureaucrats.  Is there any discussion on that?

All in favour of the Leader of the Opposition motion

- raise your hands.  All opposed - motion is

defeated.  Now we’ll go to the amended motion -

I stand to be corrected.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    The

amendment to the motion.  

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    The amendment to

the motion by the member from Pownal Bay.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    W hich is

to add the minister to the list of guests.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    To add the minister

to the list of guests.  All in favour, (Inaudible

Comments) Listen, all in favour of the member’s

motion, would you raise your hands.  Alright, raise

your hands again, I didn’t catch them.  All in favour

of Mr. MacDonald’s motion, raise your hands, one,

two, three.   Alright the motion, the amendment is

carried.  
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Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    Back to

the main motion.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    The main motion -

all in favour of the main motion?

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):    As

amended.

Ron MacKinley (L) (Chair):    As amended, raise

your hands.  The motion is carried.  The meeting

is now adjourned until 9:00 o’clock.
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